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leaving great scars and wounds, through which the old brick-
work shows. A large water-tank, now dry but where once a
fountain played, lies before the three decorated arches that form
the facade of the mosque. High as is the building, the great
trees overtop it.
It is poignant with memories this old garden for its history
is one of courtly romance and much faith, of death and victory.
For long years a princely estate, it lies over against the Water
Bastion and the Kashmir Gate, where during the siege of Delhi
many an act of splendid courage was done and many a soldier
gave his life. But the batteries of guns and mortars that from
the Qadsia garden pounded great breaches in the city walls seem
very far away to-day. Birds—the friendly well-dressed Minah
and the gay striped Hoopoe with his gilded crest—are so tame as
scarcely to note the approach of man. The little striped squirrels,
too, play at one's very feet, to dart now and again, as if pretending
fear, to some tree-trunk, peeping round from side to side before
venturing forth once more. In the tree-tops the ubiquitous
and noisy crow squabbles with his neighbours and far above
circle the keen-eyed kites. Now and again the air is broken by
the cries of the children playing in the sunshine of the paddocks,
or the soft monotonous droning of the Indian student as book in
hand he walks to and fro reading aloud. A little group of
gardeners squat and chatter and, whenever the spirit moves them,
which is rarely, cut the already short grass with small pairs of
scissors.
It is India, but India far away from the movement and the
turmoil of the city that lies just beyond the stone town-walls ;
far away from the jarring bitterness of racial antagonisms and the
rivalries of variant faiths. And for those who frequent the
garden—how few they are !—it is an abode of peace, for nature
and the ruins and the birds and the children and the students
and the squirrels and the flowers—and perhaps most of all the
memories—have cast a spell of tranquil harmony over the place
where princesses loved, where Moslems worshipped and where
Englishmen fought and died.
There are policemen, mounted and on foot, at short intervals
all along the road from Delhi, for the Governor of the Punjab

